Modulation of the p53-MDM2 interaction by phosphorylation of Thr18: a computational study.
The transcription factor p53 is under negative regulation by the ubiquitin ligase MDM2 and its close homologue MDM4. In the bound complex between MDM2 and p53, the transactivation domain of p53 adopts an amphipathic helical conformation which optimizes the spatial organization of three key hydrophobic residues (Phe19, Trp23, Leu26) for maximum interactions. The interaction with MDM2 is known to be abrogated by phosphorylation of Ser/Thr residues in the MDM2 N-terminal domain and in the p53 transactivation domain. In the latter, phosphorylation of Thr18 has been attributed to destabilize a key hbond between Thr18 and Asp21. This interaction has been thought to be critical for the formation of the helical conformation of the p53 transactivation domain. Molecular dynamics simulations of the p53 transactivation domain suggest that phosphorylation of either Thr18 or Ser20 does not disrupt its helical structure but does result in reduced affinities for MDM2. While interactions between the Thr18 and Asp21 are indeed broken due to charge-charge repulsions, the peptide has enough inherent flexibility to form alternate patterns of hbonds, resulting in the maintenance of helicity. Electrostatics of MDM2 reveal local anionic patches in the region where Thr18 docks. These suggest that repulsions will arise because the MDM2 surface will force the p53 to bind in a manner that will place the negatively charged phosphorylated Thr18 near this anionic region. A similar, albeit somewhat attenuated pattern of electrostatic modulations, is seen for a model of MDM4 that has been built. Mutants of MDM2 and MDM4 have been designed to attenuate this anionicity and have been computationally demonstrated to enhance the binding of the phosphorylated peptides.